More HPL Book Club Suggestions ‐ 4/8/2020
From Lori:








The Witches are Coming by Lindy West. Oh, my goodness, what an excellent skewering of our
misogynist, racist culture by this very brilliant feminist. I highly recommend it.
The Resisters by Gish Jen. "An audacious marvel of a novel about baseball and a future
America."
Bird Summons by Leila Aboulela. "An enchanting, heartfelt novel about three Muslim women in
search of freedom, faith, and happiness."
Dear Edward by Ann Napolitano. "A highly publicized plane crash leaves the survivor to find
normalcy again while under the glare of media fascination."
The Cook by Maylis de Kerangal, "A coming‐of‐age journey centered on Mauro, a young self‐
taught cook."
Such a Fun Age by Kiley Reid. "A page‐turning and big‐hearted story about race and privilege."
The Doctor's Farmacy, podcast by Dr. Mark Hyman, functional medicine physician, drhyman.com

From Susan:






Dear Edward by Ann Napolitano. Excellent
The Night Watchman by Louise Erdrich. Excellent
War and Peace by Leo Tolstoy. (Reading with Yiyun Li in a virtual book club via a public place
#TolstoyTogether.) Excellent.
Indelicacy by Amina Cain. Very unusual.
Children Of Blood And Bone by Tom I Adeyemi. Takes place in Nigeria; roughly inspired by the
Yoruba tribe. First of a trilogy. I liked it.

From Maria:








Indelicacy by Amina Cain.
Dear Edward by Ann Napolitano. I thought I would not like it because it is about a plane crash.
However, the author does a marvelous job of juxtaposing grief and friendship.
Manderley Forever by Tatiana de Rosay. Fascinating biography of Daphne du Maurier
Britt‐Marie Was Here by our never‐fails‐to‐please Fredrik Backman
The Princess Diarist by one extremely funny Carrie Fisher
H is for Hawk by Helen Macdonald. Made me want to find a Goshawk webcam
The Science of Well Being free class from Yale via Coursera (the most popular course in the
school's history)

